This paper contains an informal discussion of recent results concerning the well posedness of the Cauchy problem for a nonlinear system of conservation laws in one space dimension. The system is assumed to be strictly hyperbolic, with each c haracteristic eld either linearly degenerate or genuinely nonlinear.
The semigroup approach
This paper contains an informal discussion of recent results concerning the well posedness of the Cauchy problem for a nonlinear n n system of conservation laws in one space dimension:
(1)
The system is assumed to be strictly hyperbolic, with each c haracteristic eld either linearly degenerate or genuinely nonlinear 23, 28] . In this framework, a basic existence problem can be formulated as follows.
(EP1) Show that there exists some (nontrivial) domain D L 1 such that, for every initial data u 2 D , the Cauchy problem (1)-(2) has at least one global, entropy-admissible, weak solution u : 0 1 7 ! D . We recall that, for smooth initial data u, the local existence of a solution is well known 27]. Due to genuine nonlinearity, h o wever, this solution may lose its regularity. Indeed, its gradient u x may become in nite within nite time 21] . For this reason, in general, solutions can be constructed globally in time only within a space of discontinuous functions. A natural choice is the space BV of integrable functions u : IR 7 ! IR n with bounded variation. The existence problem (EP1) was solved in the fundamental paper of Glimm 20] , on a domain D consisting of functions with suitably small total variation. For future reference, we recall the construction of the positively invariant domain D. Consider a piecewise constant function u, say with jumps at the points x 1 < < x N . F or = 1 : : : N , c a l l 1 : : : n the strengths of the waves in the standard self-similar solution of the Riemann problem with data u(x ;), u(x +). The total strength of waves in u and the potential for future wave i n teractions are de ned respectively as Concerning uniqueness, we remark that, for smooth solutions, (1) is equivalent to the quasilinear system u t + A(u)u x = 0 : (5) Here A(u) = DF(u) is the Jacobian matrix of F at u. I f u v are both solutions of (1), their di erence w = u ; v satis es w t + A ; u(t x) w x + DA(t x) w v x (t x) = 0 (6) with DA(t x) : =
Observe that (6) is a linear homogeneous hyperbolic system for w, with coe cients depending on t x. If the functions u v are Lipschitz continuous, then these coe cients have some degree of regularity, w h i c h allows one to derive a priori estimates on the norm of w. In particular, from w(0) = 0 we deduce w(t) = 0 for all t > 0, hence u v, p r o ving uniqueness. If the solutions u v are discontinuous, however, the above approach is no longer valid, and a proof of uniqueness becomes considerably more di cult. Progress in this direction has been achieved recently by a new approach, based on the preliminary construction of a semigroup of solutions of (1). Instead of tackling the uniqueness question directly, i t i s c o n venient t o consider rst a more comprehensive existence problem. (ii) kS t u ; S s vk L ; jt ; sj + ku ; vk , (iii) every trajectory t 7 ! S t u is a weak, entropy-admissible solution of the partial di erential equation (1) .
Observe that (i) is the semigroup property, while (ii) states that the ow is globally Lipschitz continuous, both with respect to time and to the initial data.
The main di erence between the problems (EP1) and (EP2) is that, in the latter, we wish to construct solutions simultaneously for all u 2 D , continuously depending on the initial data. Establishing the existence of a semigroup S satisfying (i){(iii) is thus a more di cult task than proving the existence of one single solution. This was achieved in 9] for 2 2 systems, and in 11] for general n n systems. More precisely, w e h a ve Theorem 1. Let the system (1) be strictly hyperbolic in a neighborhood of the origin, and assume that each characteristic eld is either linearly degenerate or genuinely nonlinear. Then there exist a domain D as in (4) and a continuous semigroup S : D 0 1 7 ! Dsatisfying the above conditions (i){(iii).
The uniqueness of the semigroup, on the other hand, can be proved rather easily. I n this connection, it is convenient t o i n troduce a new condition, stating that the ow i s consistent with the standard solutions of the Riemann problem:
(iv) If u 2 D is piecewise constant, then for all t > 0 su ciently small the function u(t ) = S t u coincides with the solution of (1)- (2) obtained by piecing together the standard self-similar solutions of the Riemann problems determined by the jumps in u.
One of the main results in 7] states that, for a given domain D of the form (4), there can exists at most one semigroup S : D 0 1 7 ! D satisfying (i), (ii) and (iv). In the positive case, the condition (iii) is also satis ed. We t h e n c a l l S a Standard Riemann Semigroup generated by the system (1).
Having established the existence and uniqueness of the semigroup, we a r e i n a m uch better position to study the uniqueness of the solution to a particular Cauchy problem, and its dependence on the initial data. Indeed, the analysis relies on the following simple lemma. 
A proof will be given in Section 6.
Observe that the only relevant assumption of the lemma is the Lipschitz continuity of the Semigroup. No reference is here made to the particular equation (1) . Our main application, however, will be in connection with the Cauchy problem (1)- (2) . Let w = w(t) b e a n y approximate solution, Lipschitz continuous as a function of time, taking the correct initial condition w(0) = u. If (iii) holds, the exact solution is then provided by the function t 7 ! S t u. At t i m e T, the L 1 distance between the approximate and the exact solution is estimated by (7) . Observe that the integrand in (7) determines the instantaneous error rate. The estimate thus states that these local errors are magni ed at most by a factor of L, and summed up over the interval 0 T ]. The formula (7) has two main applications. 
then one can conclude that w(t) = S t w(0) for all t. Since we already know that the semigroup S is unique, this yields a new method for proving uniqueness of solutions to a given Cauchy problem. This approach w as pursued in 7], establishing the uniqueness of limit solutions obtained by the Glimm scheme 20, 24] or by w ave-front t r a c king approximations 2, 5, 19, 26] . Using similar ideas, a more general uniqueness result for entropy-weak solutions was proved in 13], provided that the total variation of u along segments in the t-x plane can be suitably controlled.
2. Let w = w(t x) b e a n a p p r o ximate solution of (1) constructed by a w ave-front tracking method. For every T > 0, the distance between w(T) and the exact solution S T w(0) can then be estimated by computing the integrand in (7). More precisely, assume that at a generic time t the function w is piecewise constant, with jumps located at points x 1 (t) < < x N (t), travelling with speed _ x , = 1 : : : N . Call ! = ! (t x) the self-similar solution of the Riemann problem with data w(t x ;), w(t x +). Letting^ be an upper bound for all wave speeds and choosing h 0 > 0 suitably small, we can write
;^ h0 w ; t + h 0 x (t) + y ; ! (h 0 y ) dy: (9) In other words, the instantaneous error rate in (9) is measured by the di erences between the travelling fronts of w and the exact self-similar solutions of the corresponding Riemann problems. This provides an explicitly computable error bound for the wave-front tracking method 7] . By a more re ned analysis, error estimates for the Glimm scheme were obtained in 15].
Examples of contractive metrics
By the remarks in the previous section, in order to establish the well posedness of the Cauchy problem (1)- (2), a key step is the construction of a Lipschitz semigroup of solutions. Toward this goal, one needs to construct a sequence of approximations u = u (t x), carefully controlling:
(1) The total variation Tot.Var.
; u (t ) of each approximate solution.
(2) The distance u (t ) ; v (t ) L 1 between any t wo a p p r o ximate solutions.
For small BV initial data, the Glimm scheme 20, 24] and the wave-front tracking algorithms 2, 5, 19, 26] provide control of the total variation, in terms of a wave i n teraction potential. Unfortunately, none of the algorithms found in the standard literature yields estimates on the dependence on the initial data. In particular, all convergence proofs are based on a compactness argument, which does not provide informations on the uniqueness of the limit. New constructive algorithms must therefore be devised.
A useful technique for estimating the distance between solutions is the introduction of a new distance d , which is equivalent to the old distance and nonexpansive w.r.t. the ow generated by (1) . In connection with hyperbolic systems, this approach w as rst introduced in 4], then extended in 9, 11] to more general systems. To f a m i l i a rize the reader with this method, we collect here a few simple examples of dynamical systems d dt u(t) = ; u(t) (10) whose ow ( u t) 7 ! S t u is non-expansive for a suitable distance d .
A w ell known class of evolution problems generating a contractive semigroup are those of the form
where B is a hyperaccretive operator on a Banach s p a c e E (see Chapter 3 in 18] for details). Scalar conservation laws, even in several space dimensions, t into this framework 17, 22] .
In this case, the ow i s c o n tractive w.r. 
Of course, the corresponding ow i s S t x = e ct x. The Euclidean distance jS t u ; S t vj between two solutions thus increases in time. However, one easily checks that this ow is non-expansive w.r.t. the distance d (x y) : = log(x=y) :
Example 2. Let be a smooth scalar function satisfying C ;1 (x) C for some constant C > 1. Then the evolution equation
generates a linear semigroup on the space L 1 , which is non-expansive for the distance
By the assumptions on , the above d is uniformly equivalent to the standard L 1 distance.
In other cases, the distance is de ned in terms of a Riemann-type metric, taking the point of view of di erential geometry. At this stage, the relevant question is whether the metric d is non-expansive in connection with the ow of (10). Clearly, this is the case provided that, for every 2 R P , the weighted length of the path S t : 7 ! S t ; ( ) is a non-increasing function of time. To c heck this condition, for each solution u of (10) 
is a non-increasing function of time.
Condition (A1) is \almost su cient" for the contractivity of the ow of (10) . A formal proof goes as follows. Let u w 2 D 0 and " > 0 b e g i v en. Call u(t) : = S t u, w(t) : = S t w the trajectories of (10) 
De ne u (t) :
Each u is thus a solution of (10), while v solves the corresponding linearized variational equation (16) . Using (A1) we n o w compute
Since " > 0 w as arbitrary, t h i s a c hieves the proof. In the previous argument, we tacitly assumed that the regularity o f e v ery path is preserved by t h e o w:
(A2) For every 2 R P and every t > 0, the path S t still belongs to the family RP of regular paths.
In many cases involving nite dimensional evolution equations, the above assumption is trivially satis ed. In connection with the system of conservation laws (1), however, (A2) fails, due to the possible loss of regularity in piecewise Lipschitz solutions. This technical di culty will be addressed in Section 4. We conclude this section with two more examples of ows which are contractive w.r.t. a Riemann-type distance. 
A c o n tractive metric for hyperbolic systems
In this section we outline the consruction of a distance, equivalent t o t h e L 1 metric, which is contractive w.r.t. the ow generated by a system of conservation laws.
Consider the domain D of functions with small total variation, de ned as in (4) . Let 
for suitably large constants 1 2 . I n tuitively, R u i (x) can be regarded as the total strength of all waves in u which a p p r o a c h an in nitesimal i-shock located at x. F i n a l l y , let : 7 ! u be a piecewise regular path de ned on a b], and let (v ) be its generalized tangent v ector at u . In analogy with (14), we de ne the weighted length of as
The formula (15) now d e n e s a w eighted distance d on D PL . D u e t o t h e c hoice of the weights in (25), it is not di cult to check t h a t d is uniformly equivalent to the standard L 1 distance. By continuity, it can thus be extended to the whole domain D.
Construction of the semigroup
In the previous section we de ned a weighted distance d on the domain D in (13), uniformly equivalent t o t h e L 1 distance. At this stage, we are still a long way f r o m p r o ving that d is contractive w.r.t. a semigroup generated by the system (1). Indeed, the very existence of the semigroup still needs to be established.
The main clue that d may be contractive for the ow generated by the conservation laws is the fact that (A1) holds. More precisely, l e t u = u(t x) b e a w eak solution of (1), with u(t ) 2 D PL for every t. Assume that all shocks in u are entropy-admissible and interect at most two at a time. Then, in analogy with (16), the generalized tangent v ectors ; v(t ) (t) 2 T u(t) satisfy a linearized evolution equation, say
The precise form of and the restarting conditions at times of shock i n teractions were derived in 14]. In this setting, for a suitable choice of the constants 0 i in (4) and (25), the main result in 6] states that the map
is a non-increasing function of time, also in the presence of shock i n teractions.
An immediate consequence is the following. Let : 7 ! u be a regular path of initial data. Assume that, for each 2 a b], the solution u of the corresponding Cauchy problem remains regular (i.e., piecewise Lipschitz). Then the weighted length of the path S t : 7 ! u (t) is a non-increasing function of time.
Exploiting the above results, we n o w try to construct a semigroup generated by ( 1 ) . A naive attempt goes as follows. Start with a dense family of su ciently regular solutions, say piecewise Lipschitz. For any t wo solutions u w, a n d " > 0, consider a regular path 0 joining u(0) with w(0), such t h a t k 0 k d ; u(0) w (0) + ": Let t 7 ! u (t) be the solution of (1) with initial data u (0) = 0 ( ). For any > 0, consider the path : 7 ! u ( ). We then have d
Since " is arbitrary, this shows that the ow of regular solutions is contractive w.r.t. the weighted distance d . T h i s o w can thus be extended by continuity to a unique semigroup S de ned on the whole domain D.
This approach w as carried out in 4], in connection with systems whose characteristic elds are linearly degenerate. In the general case, a major technical di culty arises. Indeed, piecewise Lipschitz initial data may lose their regularity i n t wo w ays:
The number of jumps becomes in nite in nite time, due to repeated shock i n teractions.
The Lipschitz constant becomes in nite, due to genuine nonlinearity.
If any one of the solutions u loses its regularity at some time t > 0, then for all > t the length of can no longer be computed by (14) , and the whole estimate breaks down. Still, the construction of the semigroup can be accomplished by means of two t e c hniques.
1. The system of conservation laws (1) is approximated by an auxiliary evolution equation, not necessarily in conservation form. In particular, for the new system, shock and rarefaction curves will locally coincide.
2. Given a family of solutions u , at the rst time 1 when one or more of these functions loses its regularity, a restarting procedure is performed. The path 1 : 7 ! u ( 1 ) i s t h us replaced by a new regular path 1 + , close to the old one and with almost the same length. The corresponding solutions will remain regular up to a time 2 > 1 when a second restarting is performed, etc: : :In a nite number of steps, a path of approximate solutions is constructed on any given interval 0 T ]. The basic estimate (30) can still be recovered.
The rst approximation technique was introduced in 9]. Alone, it su ces to handle the case of 2 2 systems. The restarting procedure was rst used in the paper 11], to which w e refer for all details.
Remarks. When B is a hyperaccretive operator 18], the contractive semigroup generated by (11) On the other hand, for semigroups which are contractive w.r.t. a Riemann-type distance d , no general approximation procedure is known.
An alternative attempt to construct the semigroup generated by a system of conservation laws is to extend the formula (27) . Namely, one can consider more general paths : 7 ! u , with each u not necessarily piecewise Lipschitz. A rst step in this direction was taken in 12] by i n troducing a notion of shift di erential, for paths taking values in the wider class of BV functions. 
If in (38) we h a ve 0 6 = 0 , t h e n a s t ! 1, the solution w(t ) has no limit in L 1 loc . Its weak limit is a measure having a mass 0 concentrated at the origin. We n o w show that the solution can be prolonged to the strip 0 2] IR in in nitely many di erent w ays. Indeed, the components u v are always given by (34). To o b t a i n w for t 2 1 
Calling w 0 the corresponding solution of (1) de ned for t < 1, we c a n n o w de ne w 0 (t x) : = w (t x) if t < 1, w 0 (2 ; t ;x) if 1 < t 2.
Using the relations (39), since all characteristics starting at time t = 0 within the interval ;1=3 0] meet at the point ( t x) = ( 1 0), one checks that the function w 0 in (40) provides a solution to the Cauchy problem (31)-(32). Clearly, w 0 (2 x ) = 0 (;x). Di erent c hoices of 0 thus yield in nitely many distinct weak solutions.
Proof of Lemma 1
As a preliminary, observe that the integrand (t) :
= lim inf h!0+ w(t + h) ; S h w(t) h in (7) is measurable. Indeed, for every h > 0, the function f h (t) :
= w(t + h) ; S h w(t) is continuous. By continuity of the maps h 7 ! f h (t), we h a ve 
